
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL SUPERMARKT 

WO KANN MAN SPEISEN KAUFEN? 

TIP OF THE WEEK: HOW TO SURVIVE A GERMAN 
SUPERMARKET? 

Bottle deposits 

Speaking of deposits, you might notice that the longest line at the supermarket isn't to buy food, but 

to return bottles. In Germany, bottles have a pfand (refund) of up to 25 cents. It's possible to put all 

of your old bottles into a machine, and receive a ticket back that can be used as a discount for your 

other goods. 

Empty shelves 

In the U.S. it's common to see every shelf fully stocked, save for perhaps on Thanksgiving when the 

produce sections have been ravenously raided. Yet in Germany, shelves for out of season products 

might shamelessly remain empty simply until that product is available again. 

It's not the only way supermarkets are more ecological. Rewe recently made headlines for a 

campaign to stock fruits and vegetables ''with beauty errors" -or slightly shriveled produce which 

due to the summer drought couldn't have a modelling career in S!:Jpermarket catalogues. 

Interesting discoveries on the shelves 

While eggs are refrigerated in many countries, they are simple left on the shelves in Germany. 

Many products in Germany are heavily discounted, such as milk and dairy products. If you're a fan 

of fancy French frommage blanc, you can expect to be welcomed by a glorious selection of cheap 

cheese. 

The supermarket divide 

Many people in Germany know the Saturday shopping scenario. Another lane opens towards the 

check-out, and suddenly it's a supermarket survival of the fittest. Forget offering to let the person in 

front of you take the spot in the next lane, as is common practice in many places. In California, we 

sometimes take it a step further by politely sparring about it ("You can go to the front," "Oh no, you 

go ahead, please"). Yet in Germany, it's every shopper - and their broccoli - for themselves. 

The separator 

It's shared social knowledge that everything in the supermarket lanes needs to be divided, even if 

there is just one item such as a bread roll, and even if just one person is behind you. It's also 

common practice to put a separator behind your groceries, or grocery, even if no one else is there. 

You have to be safe, after all, and protect yourself from those runaway rice cakes. 


